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An exercice in managing a car accident...
The section of administration had an exercise in managing a car accident. There were
four soldiers who played harmed people.
http://camp06.swisscor.ch
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informed the helpers in the

Every day a child of the swisscor camp tells us about the
daily life in his own country
and about his impression of
the camp. Limone Rosa (13)
from Albania gave an interview:

camp was under shock, he
had to be relaxed and under
observation. All parties involved did a good job. We all
hope something like that will

Can you tell us about your impression of the camp?
I like it e very much, the soldiers are
very nice and I like to play with the
children from the other countries.

never happen in real.

A yellow fire-petard was

What do you know about
Switzerland?
I heard about the swiss chocolate,
and I knew that there are so many
forests and trees in Switzerland.

showing an accident has happened and one of the soldiers
begun to run to the swisscor
camp. Just a few moments
later four helpers were running to the accident site and

was stabilized in order to

begun to treat the harmed

avoid too much move. The

people. One of them affected

third patient was lying under

a broken arm, he immediately

the car and was playing being

became a splint.

unconscious. He was carried

I am Limone
Weather today

out of the
The driver had a laceWeather tomorrow

and was not able
to move his legs. He was

danger zone and was stabi-

transported out of the car and

lized too. The soldier who

Everybody has been saved!

What makes you happy?
To speak with the soldiers and my
Friends and I love to play football.

Poem of the day
Breakfest

ration on his head

What makes you sad?
Here in Switzerland is everything
wonderful and nothing can makes
me sad. But I’m sad, that in Albania
are less possibilities to create my
free time.

Lunch
Bouillon
Nasi Goreng
Lemon Cream
Dinner
Surprise Meal

If you had a wish for free...
There’s nothing more I would love
as much as to come back one more
time to a Swisscor-camp.
To whom would you like to
send your greetings?
I would like to send my greetings to
my brothers Fabi and Eni because I
miss them very much!

A wonderful trip to Titlis
for the accompanying
adults of the

Red Cross

On 17th of August the Swiss Red Cross

So we went on visiting the lunch room

organized a wonderful trip to Titlis for

in the restaurant and everybody took

the accompanying adults of the Red

a seat. There arrived, we had lunch in

Cross. To travel by gondolas and see

the restaurant with a wonderful view

the divine nature was a great experi-

and some time to speak and exchange

ence for all of us. Arrived at the top

experiences with the nice people from

on 3020 meters the group was stand-

the Red Cross.

ing at the top of the “Titlis” glacier.
After the lunch we went to the glacier

Everybody of us took the chance

cave on the top of the mountain and

touching the white, magnificent snow

had the opportunity to feel and see

in the middle of summer. An extraordi-

the ice everywhere around us. It was a

nary impression also for the local peo-

strange but extraordinary feeling. Too

ple. On top of that, the weather was

early we took some group pictures
and got down to the picturesque village Engelberg for a sightseeing. After
a short trip we came back to the coach
and took the road back to our home
base.

excellent and there was no need to
complain: the sun was shining and so
it was very comfortable for all of us to

For me this was a special day.

see all the beauties of the nature. We

Thank you Swiss Red Cross!

felt free like a bird and after a while
we got hungry.

By Marina, Macedonia Family

